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Disabled students look
for more work space
word is spelled wrong. She added when
students arc takitig exams the rest of the
Staff Writer
students or faculty are not supposed to
Some Cal Poly students have benefitted use the computers and this causes delays.
Lately, students are taking exams ¡n
from the use of computers in the
classroom, but this benefit has led to almost any room that is vacant. The
Health Center, conference rooms, emptv
competition for work space.
classrooms, offices, or tneeting rooms iti
Although needed, computer terminals
are adding an overload to office and the U.U. have all been used, said
classroom space usually reserved for stu Clcndenen.
ASI President Stan Vati VIeck plans to
dents with disabilities who use the area for
bring
the space problem up with the Stu
taking exams.
dent Senate atul develop a cotnmittee to
Because of the limited working area, look into other alternatives.
additional office space has been requested
Van VIeck said the state should be
by the coordinator of Disabled Student responsible for supplying the service, but
Services Harriet Clcndenen.
said right now ASI provides free space.
Although C'lendeneti said they are lookThis quarter there are apiuoximately 65
See DS.S. page 11
more students with disabilities using the
facilities than last spring, totaling 411,
and more than 600 tests gi\en, said
Clcndenen.
There are five statistical types id'
disabilities: mobility, learning, functional,
visual and a>inmunicaiion.
These siudents. especially those with
visual and learning disabilities including
problems with reading, need a place more
conducive to test taking than they have
now.
By Lynne llasselman
The learning category has iticreased in
Staff Writer
population and some of these studetits, as
well as others, may need a longer time to
To someone in a wheelchair, even
write an answer or tnay neevl cotnplete
a relatively insignificattt task like
coticcntration when taking a required ex
opening
a classrootn door cati requite
am.
a great deal of maneuvering and ef
Biological sciences major lotiathan
fort. Designing buildings to he ac
Ridley has dyslexia and sometitnes has
cessible to the disabled, iticluiling
trouble seeing written words in the proper
the elderly and pregnant, has
order. Although he uses the cotnputers in
become one of architects’ leailitig
the disabled office to write English papers,
concerns.
he said he would prefer to take exams in a
“ Desigititig a hitilding to have
quiet area. Some students may also need
equal access to the disabled presents
special equipment to aid them when tak
its own group v>f problems,” said ar
ing subject matter tests. When students
chitect Peter lones, who just com
are moved around frotn room to rootn it
pleted a housing deveUtpment for the
may lead to eonfusion and eventually even
hatidicapped. “ It is a lot tiutre ex
hitider their grade potential.
pensive Ibr otic thing. Buildings
Editor of Disabled Student .Services
must be equipped with a ramp,
•Icnnifcr Schofield said some students
which can be verv difficult to coorhave trouble writing and wlien they lov>k
SieDISAKLKI), page II
at a word thev might not realize that the
Joan M . Haipin

Barrier-free
society concern
to architects

New train rails are being placed along the railroad tracks in San Luis Obispo, and
the work stopped traffic early Tuesday morning. The renovation is expected to be
completed in January or February.
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Bioethic debate
series concludes
Privatizing genetic research
findings troubles professor
By Kristin Roncarati

•General Education and
Breadth Requirements: This
resolution calls for an adjust
ment in current requirements.

•On-Line and Touch Tone
Registration: This resolution
provides
students
with
registration through touch
tone telephones rather than
C.A.R.

•The Capacity to Bind the
A.S.I.

Microscope magic
Students find unique opportu
nity in a scientific suite to took
into the exciting and private
lives of cells.

page 4

Staff Writer

awrence Houlgatc, a philosophy professor
concerned with the ethical implications of
genetic research, talked to a group of about
30 students and faculty about “ The Ethical Limits
of Genetic Inquiry,” last week.
The speech, in which Houlgatc confronted such
questions as whether parents should be allowed to
“ design” their children’s genetic makeup and what
limits should be placed on the aquisiiion of new
gr’netic knowledge, was the final speech given in
the “ Bioethics in the Life Sciences” scries, spon
sored by the biological sciences department.
Houlgaie expressed his concern over the ques
tion of whether genetic researchers should be able
to “ privati/c” their findings in regards to their
research on the relationship of certain genes to
diseases and the highly debated subject ol
“ eugenics” or “ genetic cloning.” Houlgatc said
that because genetic research ultimately affects all
of us, there arc ethical implications and such in
formation should not be classified. “ We have to
think of the consequences,” said Houlgatc. “ We
can’t say there is no concern to others.”
One of the issues which has been receiving a
See GKNKTiCS, back page
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Members of the Cal Poly crew team showed that ducks really are watertight Tues
day as they raced these feathered friends to raise money for their upcoming
season.
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Carving public poiicy
out of our oidest forests

The NCAA: a referee
with a chemistry set
hree weeks ago, a court rul
ing came down that pro
mises to greatly affect college
athletics. On Nov. 19, Santa
Clara County Superior Court
.Judge Conrad Rushing granted a
preliminary injunction allowing
all Stanford University athletes,
except
football and
men’s
basketball players, to compete in
intercollegiate sports without
submitting to drug tests. The
ruling clim axed a lawsuit
brought by Stanford on behalf of
two athletes: football linebacker
Barry McKeever and women’s
soccer player Jennifer Hill.
The mixed nature of the deci
sion took many by surprise.
Rushing criticized the NCAA
random drug testing program as
“ unconstitutionally void and
overbroad’’ and ruled that the
testing was improper in all
sports e.xcepi football and men’s
basketball. This unique exception
was apparently based on the fact
that most athletes who tested
positive — for steroids and co
caine — were in these two sports.
This was not the first nor will
it be the last challenge to the
NCAA. While the ruling affects
only Stanford athletes, the legal
precedent (pending appeal) will
be felt nationwide.
There is no question that drug
testing is an invasion of privacy,
particularly on a random “ sur
prise’’ basis as practiced by the
NCAA.
W h e th er
in the
workplace, the military or in
a th le tic s,
m andatory
drug
testing is a panacea — a desper
ate attempt by our society to
cope with a problem that is
overwhelming it. It is a charac
teristically American attempt to
use high technology to “ fix” a
difficult social problem. It places
dangerous power in the hands of
overworked and error-prone drug
testing laboratories.
As surely as Challenger and
Chernobyl blew up, urine sample
bottles are mislabeled, analysis
machinery misread, and com
puter entries garbled. A mistake
by a fatigued laboratory techni
cian can destroy a career or pull
an innocent athlete out of a
once-in-a-lifetime event.
The small possibility of a drug
test can mean a lengthy season
of inconvenience. If an athlete
plans on post-season competi-

T

tion, he must avoid scores oi
very ordinary substances, in
cluding common cold remedies,
because they may throw off the
accuracy of the test.
The actual testing process can
also be degrading. Stanford
linebacker McKeever described
the humiliation of standing stark
naked and urinating into a sam
ple cup as an NCAA official
observed carefully.
But there are factors that
justify the NCAA program.
Testing is done only on athletes
who enter postseason competi
tion. Thus for most athletes and
teams, the privacy issue is moot.
Athletic drug testing cannot be
directly compared to testing in
the workplace or government. A
job is essential to survival, but
ath letic com petition
is a
privilege, with numerous rewards
for those who succeed. The
NCAA has the right to inconve
nience athletes in order to ensure
fair competition.
While the direct game-time
benefits of drugs such as steroids
are difficult to identify, many
athletes still feel compelled to
take them. Last year, the NCAA
drug net caught its biggest fish
ever
when
then-O klahom a
superstar Brian Bosworth tested
positive for steroids. Stanford
was also stung last year when a
pair of Cardinal linemen tested
positive for steroids and were
forced to sit out the Gator Bowl.
While athletes have legitimate
complaints about the testing, it
would be naive to assume that
the willingness of universities
such as Stanford to provide cost
ly lawyers on their behalf is bas
ed entirely on compassion.
Flawed or futile as it may be, I
believe the drug-testing program
should remain in force, at least
for football and men’s basketball.
One possible improvement might
be to direct the testing
specifically at
performance
enhancing drugs such
as
steroids, rather than a whole
range of illicit narcotics. The
NCAA is properly a referee, not a
vice cop. The threat of random
testing seems to be the only way
to ensure fair competition and
prevent rampant drug abuse in
today’s money-saturated col
legiate sports world.

“ Old-growih forests reminci me o f an olci folks home,
just wailing to die.” — an official of the Reagan
administration, 1984.
s Juslin and I dime lo ihe irailhcad in ihc
Ml. lefferson Wikleiness area (in Oregon’s
C'ascade nuuiniain range), we noi iced ihai
iiees for 100 yards on eiiher side of ihe highwas
were noi eui down.
When we mined off ihe main roatl u> eai lunch
we fouiul dull masked
behind die irees were
miles afier miles ol' bar
len, enuliiu' liillsitles dial
liad been eleareiii and iu>i
replanied. I had read
abitui ihe aeeelleraied
eleareuiiine wiih die ail\eiii of die Reaean era,
and I knew this era has
produced a Deparimeni
of die Inierior dial figliis
on die side of clearcuilers. B u i seeme n for
myself made me sick.
The firsi mile of our
backpack aiKeniure took
us diroueh a breaihiakiiie proiecied reserve of old
growili foresi. Ii look iwo liours lo gel ihrough
I his foresi because each we saw an inieresiing form
of life we would slop and enjoy ii and iry lo idenlify ii.
We saw huge reilwood trees, some ol ihem naiu
rally lalleii. providing homes for a wide range ol
plains, fungi, aiul animals. We saw si range
mushrooms, pan of die fungus life forms esseniial
lo mans of die complex inieraeiions wiihin a
healdu ecosvsiem.
The muhilayered eanopv of trees (die redwinuls
being die largesi) creates iis own microelimaie,
moderai ine lemperai tires, coiuleiising foe u> in
crease preeipiiai ion. and |iro\idine sheher Iriim
deep snow for wihllife I icheiis haiigine from the
trees fall lo 'he forest lloi»r and enrieh die soil with
niimgeii capiureil from the air. This ohi erowili
forest is die iiu'si alive foresi I have ever experi
enced.
In researching old erovvih foresis. 1 have found
iliai our jviesideiii’s appointees, who work to
“ iiianaee” Ameriea's forests, are either ienorme
impi'iiani faciors about these Unesis oi simply
lakiiig dieii Olliers from the nmher corporaliom.
Niiieiv |■»crcenl of the ohi growth loresis that
were here in 1*^76 are eolie, anil ii takes a niinimuiii
of 150 veai'N for a forest lo even begin lo show old
gri'wih characierisi ICS. The
Reagan
lt>resi
“ managers“ suppin' die coninuieil ilesmiciioii ol
die remaining 10 percent. They call ihe^e loresis
ileeaileni, ami ihev ilon’i seem lo care ihai die

Nordiern Spoiled Owl depends eniirely on more
dian .TOOO aeres per nesiing pair in order lo sur
ihevive as a species. The diverse eeosysiem on die
ground below provides hiding places for ils young
and I hey eai squirrels, voles and miee. These
a
11
i
m
a
I
s
in uirn eat die reproihielive body of a fungus
««««fifi«
vvhie 1 prov idex an imporunii source o moisi lire
for dry hills ides 1 hai
Jo e
have seedling i roes gnivvC lo k e y
ing on ihem. If illese
predaiors are eliminated
as a mailer of public
policy, die squirrel and
rodeni populaiions will
go from a coiisiani populaiion lo a “ boom and
busi” eyele. This will en
danger old and new
foresis alike.
We laxpayers unwil
lingly spend around S2(K) million a year on logging
roads whieh peneiraie die remaiihne old grovvdi
foresis. The indiisirv is already reioolme lo eni
millions of acres of secoiiil growih. Why noi speed
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Our president’s appointees
are either ignoring important
factors about our forests or
simply taking orders from the
timber companies.
tip dial prueess and save thè remaining ohi erowili
foresis? If we ilon’i do soniedhng abolii ii (eiiher
by direedy pro'esiing die logging coinpanies or by
poliiieal pressure) ihere will be iioihing lefi of illese
woiulerful life-giving eeosvsiems by die vear 20.^0 .
Seiemisis are iiow discovering ihai ii is noi aeiil
rain alone ihai is desiroying die foresis of l iirope,
modem iniensive loresi manaceniem is leavine
iheir foresis wiih much less animai life and widi
lovver yiehis m li.nber. Our foresiers are followine
in Furope’s foinsicps and ii is in our imeresi and
thè loggers io stop ibis rape of our preeions lifegiving old growih foresis.
Grass roois movenienis by people sneh as
onrselves make die différence beiween eiving our
granilehildren a desiroyeil env iroiimeiii. oi givine
dieni bealihy foresis u> hel|v in dieii sui vival.
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Som e Cuban prison rioters
kept in L om p oc penitentiary

G overnm ent will announce
o zo n e protection regulations

LOMPOC (AP) — Some of the Cuban inmates who
rioted at a Louisiana prison were behind bars Tuesday at
the Lompoc federal penitentiary, housed in two-man cells
amid tight security, an assistant to the warden said.
The 101 inmates arrived at the Lompoc Federal
Penitentiary in Lompoc, 140 miles northwest of Los
Angeles, late Monday after landing at nearby
Vandenberg Air Force Base aboard a special jetliner,
said spokesman Chuck LaRoe.
“ Everything so far has gone very routinely,” LaRoe
said. “ I think they were just glad to have a hot meal
waiting for them.”
The inmates were served roast beef sandwiches upon
their arrival, and were later fed a complete dinner of beef
stew, salad and fruit, LaRoe said.
The new inmates, which bring the prison population to
1,380, were housed in the prison’s maximum security
Administrative Detention Unit, a cellblock separate
from Lompoc’s general population.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government plans to an
nounce on Tuesday its regulations limiting the use of
two chemicals believed to be depleting the atmospheiic
ozone layer, which shields against cancer-causing
ultraviolet rays.
The regulations governing chlorofluoracarbons and
halons aim at meeting quotas set in an international
agreement reached in September in Montreal.
The major nations agreed to cut CFC emissions 20
percent from 1986 levels by 1994 and 50 percent by
1999. The use of halons will be frozen at 1986 levels
starting in 1994, with no rollback.
According to a report in Tuesday’s editions of The
New York Times, the EPA would allocate quotas for the
production and consumption of the chemicals to com
panies making and using them in 1986. The companies
would be permitted to trade their allocated quotas. Ex
port and import levels of the chemicals would also be
controlled, the newspaper said.
Five companies make CFCs, which are used in the
producing plastic foams, filling automobile air condi
tioners and cleaning computer chips.
The EPA was under a court order to decide by Tues
day whether to regulate CFCs. The Natural Resources
Defense Counsel, a private environmental group, had
filed the lawsuit.
EPA Administrator Lee Thomas has scheduled a news
conference Tuesday to announce the regulations.
The EPA had indicated earlier this month that it was
leaning toward a market approach to reducing CFCs.
CFCs are used because they react chemically with very
little, do not burn and are non-toxic.

“ We don’t have much information on them,” LaRoe
said, adding most of the inmates sent to the California
prison “ are immigration detainees.”
There has been little reaction from the 31,000 residents
of Lompoc, he said.
“ We had one phone call expressing that they would
like to have them stay in Louisiana,” LaRoe said.
The Cuban inmates will remain locked up in the twoman cells and permitted outside only five days a week
for one-hour exercise periods. The Lompoc prison has a
fenced recreation area where prisoners can play basket
ball, among other things, LaRoe said.
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Leading C hinese C om m unist
w orks to change poor im age
BEIJING (AP) — Tickling babies and admiring pea
sants’ flocks of ducks usually aren’t part of the job of a
Communist Party chief in China.
But Zhao Ziyang has been doing both with aplomb as
he works to cement his image as an energetic, well-in
formed leader more accessible to the masses than his
predecessors.
The image is important, not just for foreign consump
tion but also for galvanizing China’s campaign-weary
population to support ambitious modernization plans.
Last week’s national television news showed Zhao
touring a remote area of southeastern China’s Jianxi
province to investigate the residents’ living standards
and the impact of the nation’s 9-year-old retreat from
communes and central planning.
“ 1 see that the people of this area are full of life,” a
television report quoted him as saying. “ The clothes
they wear are not bad and they look robust.”
Sitting at a wooden table in a peasant’s home, he
reached out and tickled the cheek of a small child. The.
child did not react.
it is too soon to say how millions of TV-watchine
Chinese will react to Zhao’s leadership style. Beijing res
idents interviewed after his ascension to the Communist
Party leadership on Nov. 2 greeted that event with an
indifference born of nearly four decades of authoritarian
rule by distant, secrecy-shrouded leaders.
' With this apathy in mind, officials have begun to
stress holding “ dialogues” between the public and
authorities on all levels. In recent weeks, the state-run
newspapers have reported open meetings held by gov
ernors and mayors in several provinces and major cities.
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“Kickuig Cocaine Is
TheHardestThingIDidn’t
Have to Do Alone.”
1

thought cocaine was one of life's little
rewards. Then, it became my life."
Who'd ever think a little line of coke
now and then would lead to a full-blown
addiction? Not too many do. Especially the
people who use it.
Our chemical dependency program
has a special plan just for cocaine depen
dencies. We know that the reasons some
one chooses cocaine —the invincible feel
ings of strength, power and brightness —
are also the feelings that make it difficult
to quit and get help.
Cocaine can easily go from recreational
use to wreaking havoc with your life; fi
nances, career, family, friends and health.
Physical signs may include pains, con
stantly running nose, seizures and insom
nia.
Coke abuse is making addicts of
Tf4%rr «8Ü

Pm«

America's finest. It's not an isolated drug
of youthful experimentation or urban
blight. It's in your community—your
schools, your boardroom, maybe in your
life.
Questions about cocaine? Call us. We'll
answer confidentially and carefully. Re
member, kicking cocaine is something no
one needs to do alone. We can help you or
someone you know regain control of life.
C a ll 8 0 0 -3 2 3 -0 0 7 5
o r 8 0 5 -5 4 3 -5 3 5 3 e x t. 117

1 s t P rize: FREE h a ir c u t s fo r 6 m o n t h s .
2 n d P rize: FREE n a i ls for 6 m o n t h s .
2 4 5 M o d o n n a P la z a (n e x t to t h e th e a tr e )
No purchase necessary.
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Electron microscope breaks through cell walls
By Diane Wright
Staff Writer

The electron microscope suite
in Fisher Science Building has
equipment allowing students to
process tissues to see inside cells
and closely examine cell surface
area.
The suite has a room for
preparing grids, two electron
microscope rooms, a scanning
microscope room and two dark
rooms for developing and enlarg
ing photographs of samples.
The
sc a n n in g
e le c tro n
microscope allows the surface of
cells to be examined, Individual
spores can be seen.
With the high resolution
e le c tro n
t ransm issio n

microscope, the inside of cells
can be closely examined. The
nucleolus inside the nucleus and
the chromosomes are visible.
Elizabeth K. Perryman’s team
teaches
electron
microscopy
classes in the suite with Lee
Parker. Perryman said some of
the other universities in Califor
nia have electron microscope fa
cilities but at large research in
stitutions the equipment is not
available to undergraduates.
“ We are fortunate to have it
available to undergraduate stu
dents,’’ Perryman said. She add
ed former students going to
other universities for masters’
degrees discovered students from
other universities did not know
microscopy techniques.

Perryman said one of her
former students is now an anat
omy faculty member in the med
ical school at the University of
Arizona in Tucson.
Three courses in electron
microscopy are offered. The
courses were listed as experi
mental courses in the class
s c h e d u le . B e g in n in g next
quarter, though, the courses will
no longer be classified as exper
imental.
Perryman said each class has a
maximum of 15 students. “ They
get very individual attention,’’
she said.
Current students in electron
microscopy examined coal, rust,
pituitary glands, heart muscles
and fibers. Perryman said that at

the beginning of the course stu
dents are given items to examine
and later in the quarter students
can choose their own samples.
The electron microscopes can
be used for senior projects;
however, Perryman said, “ If a
student wants to do a project, he
has to take the course to learn
the skills.’’
Perryman said students learn a
technique specific to electron
microscopes. Tissues are cut with
glass knives and placed on a grid
in a circular container, not on a
slide. While the sample is in the
electron microscope, black and
white pictures are taken. The
photographs are further enlarged
when they are developed.
E lectron m icroscopy can

determine if cells are diseased.
Microscopy is used to diagnose
kidney disease at hospitals. Plant
diseases can also be detected.
Perryman said the scanning
electron microscope magnifies
about 750 times. The transmis
sion microscope magnifies 10,000
to 150,000 times. “ It doesn’t
mean it’s better, just different,”
said Perryman.
The suite was designed in 1978
and opened in 1979. Perryman
participated in designing the lab.
She said in 1979 the electron
microscope cost around $98,000.
“ If we had to replace it now, it
would cost about $215,000, ”
said Perryman.
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Quadriplegic student breaks
barriers with education
1

^ rvan Gingg is a 23*year-old junior social
science major at Cal Poly. He is an avid sports fan,
especially of Raiders football and Angels baseball.
He enjoys movies, sightseeing and traveling.
“ The other time I spend at school. It seems like
99 percent of the time is schoolwork,” he laughed.
School is a little more challenging for him
because just getting to class is difficult. “ My
wheelchair is bigger than the desk, and the aisles
aren’t wide enough to go through,” he said.
Gingg is a quadriplegic. Five years ago he was
attending Pacific University in Azuza, Calif., on a
partial football scholarship when an accident left

imil

Bryan Gingg damonstratas how ha movaa papart on Ms
desk and writas with his mouthpiaca. Lika many Cai l^ ly
students, ha carrias a backpack.

Story and photos
by Carolyn Duvall
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him unable to move from the chest down. His
muscles still work, but he can’t control them.
He was riding in the back of a pickup with a
drunken driver at the wheel. The driver rolled the
truck, and Gingg was thrown out, breaking his
neck. He spent nine months in 'he hospital and
was on a respirator for three months. While he was
on the respirator he was unable to move.
“ A lot of people see me and say, ‘Gee, that’s a
bummer,’ but 1 have a lot more mobility (than
when I was on the respirator) and I can go places,’’
Gingg said. “ I am grateful for what I can do. and I
appreciate the chance to go back to school,” said
Gingg, who has
been at Cal Poly for
*
three years.
Í
Because he can’t
move his arms, he
has netetakers at
tend classes with
him or has someone
in class take notes
for him.
“ 1 miss not being
able to take my
own notes,” he
said. “ The actual
writing is the start
of m em ori/ation,
but when I can’t
make it to class, 1
know that someone
will be taking notes
for me.”
Another thing he
misses is being able
to highlight notes
in his own bot)k>.
When he’s working
w ith
his
m o VIt h s t i c k , h e
d o esn ’t h a \e a
special highlighting
marker tip, and he
c a n ’t tu rn
t lie
pages and highlight
at the same time.
“ 1
bu\
highlighted botiks
at the bookstore, or
I ask someone to
highlight my book
where they did
theirs,” he said.
Taking tests re
quires more than
showing up to class
with a Scantron
sheet as well. “ I
never show up on
test days. Some
people
think
I
never take them,”
he said. He takes
his tests at Disabl
ed Student Services
and dictates his
answers.
One of Gingg’s professors said he doesn’t
change class structure to accommodate him.
“ He helps me more than I help him,” said Bill
Preston, social science associate professor. “ I
watch myself to make sure I’m organized, and I
try to emphasize clarity. I can look to nim to see if
I’m doing OK because he’ll nod or respond if I’m
making sense,” said Preston.
“ It’s not done condescendingly, because I know
(being clear) helps the other students understand.
“ Since I know he’s not taking notes, it’s a strong
reminder to me that I need to be clear. While the
other students are working in class on handouts,
(Gingg) has to do everything mentally,” said
Preston.
Gingg can write with a mouthstick that he has in
his study. It is a long pole with interchangeable
tips. One is an erasable ball-point pen, another is
an eraser for removing the ink, turning pages of a
book or moving papers on his desk.
He writes some of his homework, dictates some
and types some into his computer. By using his

mouthstick with the eraser tip, he is able to type
10 words a minute with the “ hunt and peck”
method. Sometimes his roommate, friends or
Disabled Student Services staff type his dictated
papers.
Gingg’s computer will soon have a special \oice
recognition feature that will enable him to speak a
command and have it appear on the screen. That
command word will be used with other keys to
produce extra computer functions. For example,
Gingg can say “ control” and it will appear on the
screen. Then he can push any key with his
mouthstick. This enables him to use computer
formatting keys, etc., instead of just using it as a
typewriter.
He heard about the special computet vificr he
was out of the hospital during his rehabilitation.
“ It has been around for a few years, but it is
limited in area and use,” he said. His system will
probably be ready for use in two to three weeks.
Gingg uses his telephone by using his
mouthstick to turn on the speaker, a common
feature in many new phones. He can also turn on
the television and stereo with the remote control.
Getting to and around campus takes more work
than most students are used to. Gingg sits in a
motorized wheelchair that he guides with his chin.
“ I can get into most buildings, but sc)meiimcs I
have to go the back way,” he said. Also, because he
can’t use his arms, he must wait for somcr'iie to
open doors for him.
“ I go at prime times — rush hour, between
classes.” Gingg said. “ But, l’\e gotten stuck a few
times (without someone to help).
“ Most students will open doors, nunc chairs,
etc.,” he said. Sometimes he must ask people to
hold his feet if he changes the angle of the back of
his chair to increase his circuhiiion. He said he
usually looks around for a rriciui, or at least a lamiliar face, but if no one is around he must ask a
stranger for help.
“ No one’s c\er said, ‘No, I won’t help,’ " he saiil.
To change the angle of his chair, he has a straw
connected
the chin piece. He sips on the straw lo
lay back, and puffs cm the straw ur ci>mc up.
His wheelchair is batters powered and must be
recharged nightly. “ Going up the hills can be hard,
and the batteries can run c>ut.” he said. “ The
chair’s broken twc>or three times at sGich>1.”
As cd' Sunday night, the motor in (iingg’s chair
was broken, and it will hasc to go to I os .Angeles
to be repaired. A few days before that, the lift in
his specially equipped san broke and alsc> had to he
repaired in Los Angeles.
“ No local place can get it fixed. sci I base to
wait,” he said. Gingg has someone tci drise his san
for him.
Since he can’t leap out of bed. pull on some
sweats and race to class, Gingg has to carcfulls
plan his schedule.
“ I need help getting up, sts it takes me about an
hour-and-a-half to twc> hours to get up and get
dressed in the morning,” he said. He usualls
doesn’t take classes until after 9:30 a.m.
Even the weather can sometimes nuike it hard
for him to get around. “ The (winter) cold makes it
hard — it’s hard for me to svarm up,” he said. His
skin can’t control heat, and he can’t be in svater
above 80 degrees.
Until six months ago, (iingg lived with his
parents in 1 os Osos. “ It took me three months to
find an apartment wide enough and one that we
didn’t have to do major construction on (so he
could move around comfortably),” he said. Gingg
has a roommate who does the cooking and helps
him with his daily routine and schoolwork.
One of the hardest things he had to overcome
after the accident was role reversals, such as
dating. “ It was tricky, being the more passive
role.”
Right after his accident, doctors told him that
his chances for recovery weren’t too good. “ They
told me I had a one in a million chance for my
arms, and a zero in a million chance for my legs.
But, I won’t give up hope and I won’t sit around
and dwell on it.” he said.
In the future, Ging would like to go to graduate
school and major in rehabilitation counseling. “ I
was interested in teaching, but now I’ll probably
work at some type of rehabilitation facility.”
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Reagan says Soviets may break missile treaty
W ASHINGTON
(AP)
—
President Reagan said Monday
the Soviet Union may be plann
ing “ a breakout” from the An
ti-Ballistic Missile Treaty that
the United States would be

“ totally and dangerously un
prepared for” without his Star
Wars missile defense plan.
Reagan made his statement in
a speech to conservatives a week
before his summit meeting with

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
in Washington. His remarks
underscored Reagan’s deter
mination to push ahead with the
Star Wars program despite ob
jections from Moscow and con-

gressional attempts to restrict it.
Administration officials have
defended spending billions of
dollars on Star Wars to offset
what they say are comparable
amounts the Soviets have spent
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in secret on their own missile
defenses. U.S. officials fear that
the Soviets might suddenly
“ break out” of the ABM treaty
by deploying all over their nation
large numbers of the type of an
ti-ballistic missiles the pact
allows them to station near
Moscow.
Gorbachev, in an interview
broadcast by NBC News, ac
knowledged that the the Soviets
are engaged “ in research, basic
research” similar to the Star
Wars program, also known as the
Strategic Defense Initiative. He
said the Soviet Union “ is doing
all that the United States is do
ing” to defend against nuclear
attack.
However, he said, “ We will not
build an SDI. We will not deploy
SDI and we call upon the United
States to act likewise. If the
Americans fail to heed that call,
we will find a response.”
The White House had no
comment on Gorbachev’s inter
view. However, tentative plans
are being made for Reagan to be
interviewed by network an
chormen, perhaps as early as
Thursday but possibly later, to
set the stage for the summit.
Gorbachev is expected to end
the summit with a news con
ference. Reagan will not hold a
news conference, Fitzwater said,
but is expected to give a speech.
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IPoinsettias
Students in the red
with holiday flowers
By Diane Wright

Three Cal Poly studems are
growing 2,000 poinseitias as an
enterprise project at the or
namental horticulture unit and
are also selling the plants.
Wendy Robinson, Robert I.an
dreth and T.J. Cape began work
ing on the nine-month project
last March. The students said
each of them spends an average
of 40 hours a week caring for the
poinsettias.
Robinson said it is an oppor
tunity to use the information
learned in class. “ It’s been
rewarding and personally fulfill
ing.”
F aculty
adviser
V irginia
Walter oversees the project,
which is funded by the Founda
tion. The Foundation and the
students receive percentages of
the sale profits.
The students are growing 10
varieties of poinsettias. Besides
the common red leafed variety,
poinsettias with white and pint
leaves are also being grown.
Unusual poinsettias include a
variety called red marble that
lias leaves with white edges and
pink centers and the jingle varie-

ty that has red leaves with
splashes of pink.
“ Our learning would be really
limited if we grew only reds,”
said Robinson. She said the
number grown of a particular
variety was determined by
estimating the market demand
and evaluating the success of
past projects.
The plants range in si/e from
18 to 48 inches. There are dif
ferent sizes of potted plants as
well as hanging baskets and
plants in tree form.
Robinson said poinsettias are
picky plants. The plants require
exact conditions to llower. Tlie
natural time for poinsettias to
flower is in December because
daylight is shorter.
Sturdy dark plastic sheets are
used to cover the greenhouse
windows for the proper amount
of time to encourage the plants
to bloom. Robinson said chemi
cals arc used to control the
height of the plants.
Robinson said original cuttings
of poinsettias were bought from
ii large plant firm in San Diego to
make a mother stock. In August

cuttings were taken from the
mother stock to grow individual
plants.
The poinsettia is native to
Mexico and the A/tccs con
sidered the plant to be a symbol
of purity. Indians used the red
leaves to make a medical
preparation to counteract fever.
In the 17th ceiiturv a group of
Franciscan priests used the
poinsettias in a nativity proces
sion called the Fiesta of Santa
Pcsebre, which was its first use
as a Christmas flower.
Students can walk through the
greenhouses to sec plants be
tween 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Plants
can be purchased between 12 and
4 p.m. at Poly Plant and Florist.
Cape said prices range from $4
for a plant in a 4-inch pot to $40
for a 4-foot tree. Orders can be
placed and students deliver the
plants locally. The ornamental
horticulture unit is located on the
hill past the Campus Store and
parking lots on Via Cana Street.
The poinsettias will also be
sold at the U.U. Pla/a tltrough
Wednesday, Dec. 2.

Dale Friday politely picks a pretty poinsettia in the U.U.
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Reference Books in the General Book Department.
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Reagan says arms control needed
with Soviets; criticizes detente
JACKSONVIl 1 E, F-la. (AP)
— J^rcsidcm Reagan pledged on
Tuesday lo “ keep riglit on mareliing” toward further arms
agreements after next week’s
expected treaty signing, but he
said tlie United States must not
be lulled into a new period of
detente allowing a secret Soviet
military buildup.
1 css lhan a week before his
summil1 meeiing will) So vici
1c a d c r M ikhail Gor bach C V ,
Reagan had harsh words lor ihai
pci'od of broadiv improved relal i t M l S u i ill ilie Soviel 1Inion.
"More lhan a dec;:ide ago, illiere
was a warming in 1I.S.-Soviei a ffairs i l l lai we called ‘deienie.’ Bui
whi le lalking frit.Midsliip, 1he
St>\ ieis worked evt.'ll fasier O l ì
the largesi miliiaiN buildup in
world hisiorv. The)1 siepped iip
ilieir aggression around 1 he
Ihe>
became nlore
wn r ld .
repressi \e ai home. Wc do noi
This 1lime
wam mere winds
we’re afier iriie peaee,’’ Rerigan
said.
j

“ In ihe exeiiemeni of ihe
snmmii . ihe ireaiy signing and

Don’t com pete
with a
Kaplan student—
be one.

all the rest, wc must not forget
that peace means more than
arms reduction,” he said.
In a speech to high school
seniors and their parents in
Jacksonville Veterans’ Memorial
C'oliseum, Reagan said he and
Gorbachev will “ have words
about Soviet expansionism” dur
ing their three days of meetings
in Washington.
And he told one of the students
during a question-and-answer
session later that in his talks
with Ciorbachev he might find
himself “ bending his ear” on
what Reagan said was a need for
religious freedom and other
reforms in the Soviet Union.
(^ne student also asked Reagan
to defend his “ Star Wars”
space-based missile defense plan,
prompting the president to com
pare it to “ a gigantic gas mask.”
Reagan recalled that gas
masks were retained after poison
gas was outlawed. The Strategic
Defense Initiative, he said, was
“ a gigantic gas mask and maybe
... the thing that could bring
abiuii the end of nuelear
missiles.”
The president
made no
reference in his speech to Gor
bachev’s hour-long NBC televi
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sion interview on Monday night.
Asked what he thought of the
Soviet leader’s presentation,
Reagan said, “ I have had a
respect for him ever since I met
him.”
When one student asked if
Reagan was worried that Gor
bachev’s apparent popularity in
the West would make the Amer
ican people more receptive to
com m unism ,
the president
replied, “ I have more faith in the
American people than that.”
As for his own feelings, Reagan
said, “ I don’t resent his popu
larity or anything else.” The
president, referring to his days
as an actor, joked, “ Good Lord, I
co-starred with Errol Flynn
once.”
When another student asked
the president what advice he
would like to give to Gorbachev,
Reagan replied, “ To really stick
to his program of glasnost,” or
more openness in society, and
“ to make their country like ours
— a place that people don’t want
to leave.”
Of particular importance, he
said, would be “ when the day
comes that the people of the
Soviet Union can worship God in
Sec D K T K N T E , page 9

By Leigh Rubin
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Negotiators are getting closer to agreement with Cubans
ATLANTA
(A P )
—
Negotiators for 1,110 Cuban in
mates holding hostages at a fed
eral prison reached “ substantial
agreement’’ with government
representatives Tuesday on a
number of issues, a government
spokesman said.
A one-hour negotiating session
was “ considerably more en
couraging than others we have
had over the last few days,’’ the
department said in a statement.

The inmate leaders took the
proposals to the rest of the de
tainees, who are fighting plans to
deport them back to Cuba, and
another negotiating session was
scheduled for later in the day, the
department said.
Patrick Korten, deputy direc
tor of public affairs for the U.S.
Justice Department, said the

“ very businesslike’’ negotiations
with four inmate representatives
seemed to indicate that a dissi
dent minority did not have as
much sway in the negotiating
process Tuesday as they have
had in the past.
“ This one (session) did not
have the grandstanding and
r o le - p la y in g ”
by in m a te

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

n e g o tia to r s
th a t
m ark ed
previous talks, Korten said. He
declirted to elaborate.
He stressed that
federal
negotiators did not know if the
dissidents’ influence had waned
enough for an agreement to be
reached.
Earlier Tuesday, federal of
ficials had said a Cuban-born
Catholic bishop who helped end
the prison siege in Louisiana
would not join in Atlanta
negotiations until the detainees

united and chose leaders.
Roman Catholic Auxiliary
Bishop Agustin
Roman of
Miami, a native of Cuba, said he
was willing to help in negotia
tions with the men who burned
three buildings and took 90
prison workers hostage after tak
ing over the prison Nov. 23.
A videotaped message from
Roman has been credited with
ending an eight-day siege Sun
day at the federal detention
See C U B A N S , page 1 I

DETENTE
From page 8
the way they want to.”
“ Yes, 1 may find myself ben
ding his ear on that very sub
ject,” Reagan said.
The summit in Washington,
scheduled for Dec 8-10, will be
the third between the two
leaders. They met in Geneva in
1985 and in Reykjavik, Iceland,
in 1986, but failed to come to
terms on arms control.
“ For many years, critics
around the world have insisted
that it would be impossible to get
an agreement along the lines
we’ve now worked out,” Reagan
said. “ Six years ago, when I
proposed the elimination of an
entire category of U.S. and
S ov iet
in te r m e d ia te - r a n g e
missiles, they sneered and said I
couldn’t be serious.”
Now, he said, “ we are about to
sign an agreement that will do
just what I proposed.”
“ After the summit,” Reagan
said, ‘‘we will keep our
negotiators working on an
agreement that could lead to
cutting the U.S. and Soviet
long-range nuclear arsenals in
half and reducing the disparities
in conventional forces — that is,
the armies that face each other in
Europe.”
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FIND OUT WHY MORE CAL POLY STUDENTS
CHOOSE TO LIVE AT
VILLAGE
LOCATION- ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAL POLY

(MUgiANG yilXAgEi

LOCATION- 18 ACRES, 2 CREEKS, IN
NATURAL WOODED OPEN SPACE
LOCATION-CONVENIENT TO BANKS,
SHOPPING & RESTAURANTS

Mustang Villiage has Winter-Spring Leases available as well as immediate openings in
M U S T A N G V IL L A G E II
S T U D IO S

M U S T A N G V IL L A G E II
2 B E D R O O M U N IT S

T h e s e m o s t d e s ira b le n e w
m o d e ls g iv e th e s tu d e n t
m a x im u m p riv a c y , S o m e
have b a lco n ie s that overlook
a b e a u tifu l w o o d e d c re e k
All stu d io s have full kitche ns
a n d b a th s a n d a re fu lly
fu rn is h e d T he p la n a ffo rd s
m axim um ind epe nde nt living
fo r o n e o r tw o p e rs o n s .

T h e id e a l m o d e l fo r tw o to
fo u r p e o p le ! T h is n e w a re a
of M u s ta n g V illa g e fe a tu re s
fu ll k itc h e n s , o n e a n d tw o
b a th s a n d a w o n d e rfu l flo o r
plan d e sig n e d for the student
w h o e n jo y s b e in g a ro u n d
o th e rs w ith o u t g iv in g u p
th e ir o p e n s p a c e .

M U S T A N G V IL L A G E I
2 BEDROOM
TO W NHO USES

^

.J- . “

POT

T h e lu x u ry o f a tw o -s to ry
to w n h o u s e affords residents
a s e p a ra tio n o f th e ir liv in g
a n d s le e p in g q u a rte rs .
T h e s e s p a c io u s units, ha ve
fu ll k itc h e n s , 1 Va b a th s , are
fu lly fu r n is h e d a n d o ffe r a
h o u s e -lik e a tm o s p h e re .

mm
— - >- * — ■' ‘f ___

F IR S T F L O O R

S E C O N D FLO O R

MOVE IN ANYTIME AFTER DEC.1 ANDBE
SETFORNEXT QUARTER PLUS SAVE
UP TO $360 ON A SIX MONTH LEASE.
TOWNHOUSES

STUDIOS

SAVE$200-$360 SAVE$360
ON

A

SHARED

OR

P R IV A T E

ROOM

A

P R IV A T E

O N

S T U D IO

Advantages to Living at Mustang Village!
-The Closest Student Housing to Cal Poly- Closer to many buildings than the dorms- no need for campus parking permit, or even a bicycle.
Mustang Village borders the west campus for a 1/2 mile.
-Largest Private Park and Grounds-,Mustang Village has more than just buildings and parking lots! We offer a large park and barbeque
area set between 2 wooded creeks- the only private open space near campus. And many of our studio units offer a fine view of this area.
-All Reserved Parking- Your Mustang Village parking permit is more than just a "hunting license." Each tenant has a'numbered, reserved
space, and reserved guest parking is even available. Never again will you come home at 2am to find the lot full.
-24 Hour Security- 24 hour on-site security is provided and is available by phone for any problems.
-5 Modern Laundry Facilities- Clean, new machines, 75c wash, 25c dry located throughout the complex.
-Year Round Heated Pool
-New Microwave Ovens In Every Apartment

Even if you wouldn't consider living in a student housing complex-consider...Mustang Village Studio Apartments!
Students and working professionals alike have found refuge from noise, parking problems, roomate
hassles and the general lack of quality studio apartments in SLO at Mustang Village. Mustang Village
studios are physically separate from the rest of the apartments, and are in the most scenic and
desirable area. Come by and take a tour.

543-4950

Í M I fflA N G V lL L A g E i
1 Mustang Dr, SLO

Hours: 9-5 Mon-Sat.
Other times by arrangement
Please feel free to call. *
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New mixtures claim
to give added energy
and more brain power
By Jam es W elch
Staff Writer

The use of stimulants (caffeine,
No-Doz, amphetamines) to pre
vent weariness while studying is
prévalant among college stu
dents. Their use is greatly inten
sified around this time of year;
finals.
What if, however, there was a
safe, legal and non-addictive way
to maintain engery levels and to
improve mental ability? Some
people feel they have the answer
in herbal extract solutions.
Bob Weils, of Health and
P easure Products Inc., is selling
an energy solution and a mind
ability solution. Both tinctures
are concocted from various
herbs, roots and other extracts
that have been part of older
cultures for generations.

DISABLED
^rom page 1
dinate into the design because it
takes up so much room, and any
two-story building must also
have at least one elevator, which
usually runs about $30,000 a
piece.”
Entrance doors for the handi
capped must be wider than nor
mal and be equipped with special
door handles.
“ Many of us in wheelchairs end
up having to use our chair as a
battering ram just to keep the
door open while we get out,” said
Beth Currier, who has been in a
wheelchair since the age of 12.
“ Heavy glass doors also can be a
problem because there is always
a chance you may shatter the
glass as you are trying to get it
open.”
Architects also take the handi
capped into consideration when
designing parking garages.
“ You have to have handi
capped parking spaces, and this
is especially difficult when you
are designing an underground
garage,” said Jones. “ You have
to be able to clear a large van,
and to do this, you have to dig
the garage an extra two feet
deep. You also have to place the
designated parking spaces near
the elevators with a sidewalk' so
the person doesn’t have to go
behind the cars.”
“ You take your life into your
own hands if you go behind a
parked car in a garage,” said
Currier. “ When I was younger, I
was pushed over and dragged 10
feet by a Cadillac who didn’t see
me because I was so low to the
ground.”
Though architects now take
the handicapped into considera
tion when designing a building,
the movement toward equal accessibilty got underway in the
1970s.
“ When I was a student at
UCLA in 1966, I had to fend for
myself,” said Currier. “ If you did
not have the guts to ask for
things like help up a curb, you
just did not get an education.”
“ Most people in wheelchairs
used to have to take what I call
the' roach approach to dining,”
said architecture professor Paul
Wolff. “ If they can’t get in the
front door, people in chairs are
usually rout^ past the garbage
cans and through the kitchen.
This is certainly not equal and
hardly satisfactory.
“ It is largely a matter of sen
sitizing people that not everyone
functions in the environment the
same way they do. When some
one in a wheelchair is not given
equal access to say, a building, it
is in effect saying that your
needs are not being considered,
and we didn’t think you wanted

The energy solution is made of
three types of ginseng, fo-titieng, astragalus, black cherry
concentrate, cayenne and 30 per
cent alcohol. It is intended to
energize the body and mind by
nourishing the energy producing
glands. In contrast, caffeine, co
caine and other stimulants sim
ply drain the glands at an accel
erated pace, leading to exhaus
tion. But energy tincture can’t
completely replace the effects of
good nutrition, exercise, and
sleep. If a person uses it when
tired, drained or out of shape the
tincture will generally provide a
quick pick-up. But then it may
leave a person worn down.
When used in moderation and
in a balanced lifestyle (which re
quires some degree of selfawareness and self-acceptance)
the energy solution is meant to
to use this building,” Wolff add
ed.
Another problem encountered
by those in wheelchairs is
b a th ro o m
a c c e s s ib ii ty .
Bathrooms in all new buildings
must have a wider stall, and
higher toilet with metal railings.
“ Most bathrooms on campus
are at least minimally modified
for the handicapped — that
means they have removed the
stall door and side panel next to
the wall to gain another 30 in
ches, and hung a shower curtain
over the entrance,” said Currier.
“ I’ve gone into the bathroom
in the University Union before
and someone has placed the
trash recepticle right in my line
of access,” she said. “ People who
aren’t disabled just don’t think.”
Currier has visited more than
13 state university campuses and
said Cal Poly is one of the best in
terms of accessibiity.
“ Cal Poly has spent over $1
million in making the campus
barrier-free,” said Currier. “ We
now have elevators in all twostory buildings on campus, a
tram that runs daily, handi
capped parking spots in all lots,
and ramping in all major build
ings.”
Cal Poly also has an active
outreach program that tries to
interest prospective students
who are disabled in the school.
In Wolff’s architecture class
called “ Toward a Barrier-Free
Environment,” students get to
experience firsthand what it is
like to be confined to a
wheelchair.
“ The biggest problem we have
here at Cal Poly is the hills,”
Wolff said. “ I have my students
get in wheelchairs at the Ar
chitecture Building and try to

increase endurance and strength.
The ginsengs (ginseng is the
root of various plants believed to
have medicinal value) used in the
en g e ry
s o lu tio n
have
a
cumulative effect. The suggested
dosage is 5-15 drops per day, and
if taken regularly each day, a
progressively stronger effect
may be felt. The effects are sub
tle and may only be noticeable by
the fact that it was a good day
and everything went smoothly.
The mental ability solution is
made from gota kola, periwinkle,
spirulina, black walnut, nastur
tium, calamus root, rosemary,
wood betony, cayenne and
choline extract in a blueberry
manganéese broth. Fifteen drops
per day are intended to bring the
mind to its clearest, strongest
and most creative level.
For those in excellent health
and strength, the energy solution
may not provide that great of a
contrast to normal levels of ex
pression and experience. But
then some may find the mental
solution is a good catalyst to
combine energies and talents. It
may surprise many by il
luminating intuitive awareness,
such as during an unusually deep
wheel themselves up to the Uni
versity Union. They are usually
pretty tired by the time they
make it up.”
“ When you are in a wheelchair,
anything can affect you,” said
Currier. “ The texture of the ce
ment, the gradient, or dirty or
wet sidewalks can all combine to
slide you right into the gutter.”
Currier said students with
disabilities also have problems
with people taking the handi
capped emblems.
“ People pull off the emblems
on bathroom doors so those who
are disabled can’t tell which stall
they can use, they pull off the
braile in the elevators and steal
the handicapped parking signs.
“ It is up to the disabled stu
dents to be assertive and let
people know what is accessible
and what isn’t so something can
be done about it,” she said.
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or innovative insight, or one may
envision a practical solution to
problem that had seemed beyond
one’s capacity to overcome. Cer
tainly such learnings can result
from a wide variety of sources, or
combinations thereof, (physical,
emotional, mental, spiritual) but
many may find new awareness
more often with judicious use of
the mental ability solution.
The effects of these tinctures
are cumulative. After using them
a few days some may find further
ingestion to bring no further ef
fect, or in the case of the energy
solution, to exceed the desired
level of physical energy. If this
happens the dosage can be
reduced or discontinued it until
the effects wear off. In this a
person can regulate physical and
mental energies by using the

11

tinctures as tools, along with
good nutrition, exercise and rest.
Upon consultation with five
different doctors in San Luis
Obispo, the consensus is that not
enough research has been done to
verify the effectiveness of herbal
extracts. None of the doctors
denied their worth, but none
would admit that they really
belived they worked.
The Mustang Daily has run an
advertisement for these solutions
in the classified section. Each of
these solutions can be purchased
for $9.95 per bottle. The mental
ability solution contains 80 doses
and the energy formula contains
200 doses. Orders can be placed
by writing to: Health and
Pleasure Products Inc. Dept. D,
PO Box 4910, San Luis Obispo,.
Ca. 93403.

CUBANS
From page 9
center in Oakdale, La., where 950
Cuban
detainees
held
26
hostages.
But he remained in Florida
Tuesday, said a spokeswoman for
the archdiocese.
Until Tuesday’s reports of
progress, a group of at least 100
Cubans had repeatedly blocked
efforts on behalf of the other in-

mates to reach a settlement and
release their hostages.
Michael Quinlan, director of
the federal Bureau of Prisons,
said in Washington that the
hard-liners were mostly younger
than the majority of the de
tainees. “ They’re just less
desirous of coming to any kind of
agreement regardless of what the
government might offer.

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

DSS
From page 1
ing for a stationary place where
students may take tests, she is
the first to agree that their pres
ent office, located at the entrance
to the U.U. and across from El
Corral Bookstore, “ is a prize
location.”
Clendenen said their office is
ideally situated because it is ac
cessible to wheelchairs and visi
ble to the majority of students.
The only drawback is its small
size.
Clendenen also believes that if
they could keep their office loca
tion and find another suitable
place for student test taking and
other business transactions that
have multiplied over the years,
everything would be set.

"Stop me if I told you this o n e ..

ert supplM • Cfofts • leather (Tandy) •
models
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855 Marsh St.
544-5518
Downtown Son Luis Obispo
OPEN 7 DAYS
MON. THRU SAT. 9:30 - 5:30, THURS. TIL 9. SUN. 12,-4

7,Sb-\ 1 0 6
"'HERE’S TO YOU'’

Christm as H o lid a y Specials
Fri., Dec. 4 4pm - 6pm
Sat, Dec. 5 9am - 4pm
Featuring Poinsettias, wreaths,
Christmas decorations, mums.
"2 for 1" special on selected 1 gallon
andscape plants.

presents
The Biggest

/

BALLOON
BOUQUETS
in town
13 balloons

sn.9s
6 balloons

CO.'

$ 6.00
1 special metallic

come visit us to get in the holiday spirit!

$3.50

544-4759
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‘God is not going to take the rap for evolution’
Archaeologist says Bible can stand
alone as accurate historical record
By Lawrence Anton
Staff Writer

Stepping up to the lectern and
into the glare of a single
spotlight, Biblical archaeologist
Bill Baker said, “ God is not go
ing to take the rap for evolu
tion,” to nearly 500 people last
week in Chumash Auditorium.
And so continues the debate
sparked in 1859 with the
publication of Charles Darwin’s
“ On the Origin of Species.”
Baker is the executive director
of the Christian Coalition in Las
Vegas, Nev,, an organization
“ dedicated to demonstrating the
h is to r ic a l r e lia b ility
and
credibility of the Bible.” He was
speaking as part of the ASl
Speaker’s Forum, which is a
campus rostrum for the discus
sion of current issues.
Titled “ Biblical Creationism
vs. Evolution,” the lecture con
sisted of a slide-show pres
entation and a period during
which Baker answered questions
from the audience concerning
evolution and creationism.
Supported by archaeological
finds, the Bible can stand on its
own as an accurate historical
record, said Baker, whose ar
chaeological specialty is tomb
excavation and who has par
ticipated in numerous digs in the

Rubes®

Middle East.
Baker said recent finds support
the Biblical stories of Sodom and
Gomorrah, the two cities in the
plain of Jordan destroyed by God
for their wickedness, and the
Great Flood as well as the rule of
Pontius Pilate as governor of
Judea at the time of the Crucifix
ion.
“ Archaeology is not in the
business of proving the Bible or
disproving it,” Baker said, but
archaeological
evidence
has
shown that the “ Bible is ex
tremely accurate.”
No evidence has been found
that refutes the historical accu
racy of the Bible, Baker said,
concluding that the story of the
Creation as told in Genesis
should be interpreted literally —
as occurring over six solar days.
Since the Scopes trial in 1925,
in which a biology teacher was
prosecuted for teaching evolution
in school in violation of a Ten
nessee law, creationism has been
pushed out of the schools in
favor of evolution. Baker said.
Creationism is an “ alternative
model for the origin of the uni
verse,” Baker said, adding it
should be taught in the schools
along with evolution.
“ Is it too much to ask for aca
demic freedom?” Baker said.
A former professor of Old

By Leigh Rubin

T estam ent
and ap o lo g istic
studies. Baker has studied at the
Cincinnati Bible Seminary, the
Ozark Bible College and the Near
East Institute of Archaeology in
Jerusalem. Currently he is
studying at Oxford University in
England.
He has written several books
including “ Theft of a Nation,”
“ Thy Kingdom Come’’ and
“ C apital
P unishm ent
and

“ 1 got the impression (McKim)
was scared out of his wits” to
d eb ate B aker, said David
George, vice chairman of ASI
Speaker’s Forum.
McKim said he had never
heard of Baker before being ask
ed to debate him. And after hear
ing the tape, McKim said, he
concluded “ the man was an ab
solute ignoramus.”
“ Mr. Baker didn’t even have

^Archaeology is not in the business of prov
ing the Bible or disproving i t / Baker said, but
archaeological evidence has shown that the
*Bible is extremely accurate/
Biblical Authority.”
ASl had planned to have
Baker and Cal Poly anthropology
professor Patrick McKim debate
evolution. But after listening to a
tape recording last summer of
Baker’s presentation, McKim
declined to participate.

an elementary knowledge of
evolution,” said McKim.
McKim attended the speech
last week and said it was full of
factual inaccuracies concerning
evolution.
He faulted Baker for saying
the Piltdown Man, once hailed as

Observers blame army for terror;
Haitian candidates vow boycott
P O R T -A U -P R IN C E , H aiti
(AP) — U.S. observers on Tues
day blamed the army for the ter
ror campaign that thwarted elec
tio n s , and som e le a d in g
presidential candidates vowed to
boycott any balloting supervised
by the military-led junta.
Calls increased for
multina
tional intervention to oversee
national elections the governm
ent claims it still intends to hold
before a Feb. 7 deadline.
Most Haitians distrust the
government, which dissolved the
autonomous Provisional Elec
toral Council Sunday after
voter-targeted violence forced it
to call off the nation’s first free
elections in 30 years.
Meanwhile, the streets of this
impoverished capital of 1 million
began to show signs of life Tues
day, although schools and some
businesses stayed closed.
Leading
presidential
can
didates and members of the
dissolved electoral council re
mained in hiding.
As the polls opened Sunday, at
least 34 people were killed and 75
wounded when gunmen and
soldiers set fire to polling sta
tions, confiscated ballots and at
tacked voters with guns and
machetes.
Independent election observers
said safe, fair elections cannot
take place if they are ad
ministered by the militarydominated junta led by Lt. Gen.
Henri Namphy and Haitians
would never trust the results.
Election observer Robert E.
White, a former U.S. ambassador
to El Salvador, told reporters
Tuesday that the military was

Sophisticated
Stocking staffers

responsible for the election tur
moil and said he favored
multinational intervention.
“ During the night, the military
abandoned the streets to ter
rorists. During the day the
military collaborated with the
terrorists,” he said. “ There is no
sense having elections if the
same crowd — Namphy — is in
charge. That would just make a
mockery of democratic elec
tions... but I fear the Reagan
administration would support
that.”
He said he and his team were
shot at twice Sunday by gunmen
as soldiers watched without
responding.
“ There is a great consensus

P O R T -A U -P R IN C E , H aiti
(AP) — Two leading presidential
candidates on Monday rejected
any elections organized by the
ruling junta, adding to the
unlikelihood Haiti can salvage
plans for the first free balloting
in 30 years. A third candidate
virtually ruled out his participa
tion in such a vote.
Haitians stayed home Monday,
fearful of deadly streets where
men with machine guns and
machetes killed at least 34 people
and wounded 75 in a weekend of
terror that destroyed elections.
The violence forced the
cancelation of elections that
would have given this impover
ished Caribbean nation its first
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among the Haitian people and
leaders that a multinational in
tervention is a solution,” added
White, who left for the United
States on a plane chartered by
the U.S. Embassy. The plane,
carrying
election
observers,
reporters and other Americans
stranded by canceled commercial
flights, landed later in the day in
Miami.
A member of the electoral*
council denied charges Namphy
made in disbanding the body
Sunday and said it still had the
people’s complete trust.
“ I reject without hesitation as
false the accusation that we
over-extended our rights, violat
ed the constitution and invited
See HAITI, page 15

Chances for free election
slim as violence continues

We invite you to expiore the aiternative
of owning a mobilehome in SLO's most

8 5 6 Higuera
San Luis O bispo
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 1 -1 8 0 6
O pen 7 D ays

the missing link but later proven
to be a hoax, was in the Louvre
in Paris when actually it has
always been on display at the
British Museum of Natural His
tory.
Also, McKim said Baker’s
contention that Peking Man, said
by many scientist to support
evolution, was reconstructed
from a single tooth simply is not
true. It was the discovery of a
single tooth in a Beijing drug
store that led to a cave where
many artifacts were uncovered,
McKim said.
Baker talked about the fossil
record as though it were the only
evidence supporting evolution,
McKim said. Yet the crucial
evidence for evolution comes
from living organisms, McKim
said.
“ These are facts that are
available to anyone who does
just a little homework,” McKim
said. “ This guy (Baker) hasn’t
done any homework.”

‘

‘

‘

*

elected president and legislature
since 1957, when Duvalier began
the family dictatorship that end
ed Feb.7,1986.
In other developments, the
Dominican Republic closed its
border with Haiti Monday
because of the unrest. A
Dominican air force plane
evacuated a dozen Dominican
reporters and anyone else who
wanted to leave, said the coun
try’s foreign minister.
“ No elections are possible
under the junta. They’re the ones
shooting people,” said Sylvio
Claude, a presidential candidate
and founder of the Chri.M an
Democratic Party.
A nother c a n d id ate, M afc
Bazin, leader of the Movement
for the Installation of Democracy
in Haiti, demanded that elections
be run by the Provisional Elec
toral Council, according to his
press secretary, Leslie Paen.
After dissolving the council,
junta leader Lt. Gen. Henri
Namphy said on television that
he still planned to hold elections
so a new government could be
inaugurated next Feb. 7, as
scheduled.
A third candidate, Louis Dejoie, leader of the National Agri
cultural and Industrial Party,
gave Namphy three days to ex
plain how he would arrange the
elections.
Claude said: “ We call on a
group of n atio n s — the
Organization of American States
or the United Nations — to send
multinational forces to conduct
elections if the United States, the
boss of the junta, doesn’t force it
to step down.”
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Naess’ points not
enough for Poly
SACRAMENTO — If the ear
ly returns are accurate, Coby
Naess’ year as -a redshirt seems
to have paid off. The freshman
forward, who sat out last season,
scored a team-high 20 points
against Sacramento State Mon
day night.
However, his effort was not
enough to put the Cal Poly
basketball team over the top, as
S acram ento
held
o ff the
Mustangs’ late charge to pull out
a 77-75 victory.
Naess got 15 of his points in
the second half, helping the
Mustangs turn a seven-point
halftime deficit into a 71-71 tie.
But Naess was quiet from there,
and the rally sputtered.
Sacramento’s Sean McClendon
nailed a turnaround jumper, and
Chris Farr and Alex Williams hit

free throws to make it 76-71. Cal
Poly’s long-distance savior, Mark
Otta, then missed a pair of three
pointers. Seconds later, he fouled
out.
A Mark Shelby layup brought

MEN’S HOOPS
the Mustangs to within three,
but a Williams free throw made
it a four-point gap with 10 se
conds left. Shelby then went to
the line with a chance to cut the
lead to two, but missed the front
end of a one-and-one, dimming
the Mustangs’ chances. His shot
at the buzzer was the final
basket.
Sacramento opened the game
with four straight three pointers
en route to a 28-7 lead with 11
See MUSTANGS, page 14

Guards outscore opponent,
62-60, as Poly wins, 94-60

MICHAEL SEAMAN/Mustang I

Janet Van Soest (right) and Joanne Huggins made the aii-tournament team.

Poly rolls to state championship
Lady M ustangs hold op p osition scoreless in five gam es
Although it was seeded second
in the state tournament, the Cal
Poly soccer club felt it was the
best team there.
The Lady Mustangs proved it
by overwhelming the competition
to win the state championship
Nov. 22 in Long Beach.
“ We knew we were the best
team there, even though previous
situations hadn’t proven that,’’
said assistant coach Mike Huber.
Cal Poly came in with a record
of 8-2. Both losses were to topseeded U.C.L.A.
The Lady Mustangs topped
San Diego State, 1-0, in the final.

Tami Schoniger scored the lone
goal, and the defense made it
stand up.
“ We knew the first goal would
win the game,’’ said Huber. “ The

SOCCER
two best goalies in the tourna
ment were in that game, so it
was going to be tough to score.’’
There was a hint of deja vu in
the game. Earlier this month,
Schoniger scored both goals as
Cal Poly defeated San Diego, 2-0.
The Lady Mustangs proved
throughout
the
round-robin

Come in and check out
some of our fantastic

W OMEN’S HOOPS
Cal Poly led by 11 at halftime,
but exploded for 52 points in the
second half. Cal Lutheran, which
scored 29 in the second half, shot
only 36 percent from the floor
and 29 percent from the line.
Although Madden had a
game-high 18 rebounds, the
Kingsmen outboarded the Lady
See BACKCOURT, page 14
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Lower Level, U.U. Plaza
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS!
Get dad his favorite bottle
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1930 a Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo, CA. 93401
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• 8.5 X 11, White, Self Serve or Autofed
• One coupon per visit, no special orders
Good Through 1 2 /11 /871

Gift Books and Calendars
on display now

WRESTLING
Cowart (158), Eric Osborne (167)
and Anthony Romero (177).
The Mustangs lost three of the
first four matches before taking
the next four, but Bakersfield
rallied to win the final two.
The tie gives Cal Poly a 1-0-1
conference record. The Mustangs
will kick o ff a four-stop road trip
next weekend by competing in
the Las Vegas Tournament. They
will then travel to Norman and
Stillwater, Okla., before return
ing for the Cal State Fullerton
Tournament.

on three-point baskets. Two
other Lady Mustangs were in
double figures: forward Russia
Madden with 14 and center Cin
dy Morris with 10.

----------------------------------------- COUPON--

Mustangs,
Bakersfield
grapple to
17-17 draw
BAKERSFIELD — The Cal
Poly wrestling team split 10
matches last Wednesday to tie
Cal State Bakersfield, 17-17, in a
Pac-lOdual meet.
Winning their matches were
Robert Tabarez (126 pounds),
Kordell Baker (ISO), Lance

tournament that they were tough
to score upon. To get to the final,
they whipped U.C. Riverside, 4-0,
and U.S.C., 4-0. After tying San
Diego, 0-0, they rolled past
U.C.L.A. in the semifinals, 3-0.
o
“ The U.C.L.A. game was pro Q.
bably our best of the year,’’ 3O
Huber said. “ We had two
starters hurt, and the bench
players did an excellent job.’’
Goalkeeper Andy Schoppa was
named to the all-tournament first
team, along with Janet Van
Soest, Joanne Huggins and Lisa
Best. Schoniger made the second
team.

THOUSAND OAKS — And
the backcourt rampage goes on.
Guards Julie Jordan, Jody
Hasselfield and Elizabeth Oman
— red hot from day one — com
bined for 62 points as the Cal Po
ly basketball team demolished
Cal Lutheran, 94-60, Monday
night.
The victory raised the Lady
Mustangs’ record to 3-0, early
proof that their new run-and-gun
methods are working out Just
fine. The guards, no doubt, have
been the main reason.
Jordan poured in a game-high
23 points. Oman had 20, while
Hasselfield had 19, nine of them

ElCbrioJC^Bookstore
r ' t }
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Mustangs hit road
for NCAA playoffs
The Cal Poly volleyball team
has earned a berth in the NCAA
tournament
for the eighth
straight year.
However, the Lady Mustangs’
bid to host a first-round match
was rejected, and they will have
to face U.C. Santa Barbara on
the road Saturday. The match
will start at 7:30 p.m. in Goleta’s

Robertson Gym.
The G auchos and Lady
Mustangs are seeded fourth and
fifth, respectively, in the Nor-

VOLLEYBALL
thwest region. They are two of
the six Pacific Coast Athletic
Association teams in the bracket.
Top-seeded Hawaii, the nation’s
No. 1 squad. Pacific, San Jose
State and Cal State Long Beach
are the others.
The Lady Mustangs (17-11)
and Gauchos (23-15) split their
two regular-season
matches,
Santa Barbara won a five-set
contest in San Luis Obispo, and
Cal Poly avenged the loss with a
five-game victory in Goleta.
The region’s other first-round
contests will pit Hawaii against
Arizona, Pacific against Long
Beach and San Jose against
Idaho State.
Other California teams in the
tournament include Pepperdine,
U.C.L.A., U.C. Berkeley, U.S.C.
and Stanford, all in the Western
region. Last year’s runnerup,
Nebraska, heads the Mideast
region. Texas is the top team in
the South region.
Cal Poly completed the regular
season last week by downing
Pepperdine, 15-14, 15-13, 15-11.
T heresa Sm ith and Darci
Pankhard led the Mustangs, each
with 14 kills.

H em m ersbach
nam ed to
all-P C A A team
The Pacific Coast Athletic
Association named Cal Poly
setter Claudia Hemmersbach
to the all-conference second
team.
Hawaii’s Suzanne Eagye was
named the conference’s player
of the year. Her coach, Dave
Shoji, is coach of the year.
The first team includes Cal
State Long Beach’s Tara
Cross, San Diego State’s An
gelica Jackson, Hawaii’s Teee
Williams, San Jose State’s
Barbara Higgins, U.C. Santa
Barbara’s Judy Bellomo, and
Pacific’s Liz Hert and Teri
McGrath.
Cathey Scotian of Pacific
was named the outstanding
•freshman.
DARRELL MIHO.'Mustang Daily

Claudia Hemmersbach made the
all-PCAA second team.

“Vision
With Care.”

UGARLESS
HACK
and H E A L T H Y
HAVEN
R E ST A U R A N T

You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You'll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.

486 Marsh St.
SLO
Open 10am to 10pm

ATTENTIO N : IC E C R EA M
AND Y O G U R T L O V E R S
"Sugarfree & Fatfree” Skinny Lite.
Only Ì 1.5 cal per fl. oz
Frozen Dairy Dessert
'It Doesn't Have to he Fattening
to he fantastic!"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
It

•

M em ber o f the Am erican
O ptom etrie A u o ciatio n

•

Eyecaic-Consultant fo r
C al Poly Health Center

•

Specializing in Contact
Lenses

•

A ll Lens Types A vailab le.
Including Sleep-In and
Tinted

•

/ . I I C ates Accepted
Reganlleas o f
D ifric u lty

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

•

Selection o f the
Latest Fashion
Eyew are

•

A ffordable Fees

•

Student Discounts

54M777

P o ly assistant
coach es given
their release
Chris Smeland and John
Crivello, assistant coaches for
the Cal Poly football team,
have been released.
Head coach Lyle Setencich
recom m ended to A thletic
Director Ken Walker that nei
ther coach be offered a new
contract when their current
agreements expire Dec. 31.
Sm eland, who coached
defensive backs, and Crivello,
who coached wide receivers,
were the last remaining assis
tants from Jim Sanderson’s
tenure. Sanderson stepped
down as head coach last year
after five years at the helm.
Smeland, an all-American
defensive back for Cal Poly in
1973, has been at Cal Poly six
years and was a leading can
didate to replace Sanderson.
Crivello has been at Cal Poly
for 18 years.
♦♦♦

Quarterback Tom Sullivan,
running back Allen Survia,
kicker Sean Pierce and punter
Kevin Emigh moved into Cal
Poly’s all-time top 10 in several
statistical departments.
Sullivan, a junior who
transferred from Sacramento
City College this year, moved
into the No. 3 spot for season
passing yardage (1,705) and
season total offense (1,706),
and the No. 9 position for
career passing yardage.
Survia, who transferred from
Taft College, became the
third-leading season scorer (78
points). His 13 touchdowns
tied him for the scoring lead in
the Western Football Con
ference.
Pierce took the No. 5 posi
tion for season scoring (51
points).
Emigh, an all-American last
year, moved into the top spot
for career punts (231) and
career average (40.1 yards).

MUSTANGS
From page 13

minutes left in the first half. The
Mustangs closed to 40-33 at
halftime.
Shelby scored 18, while D.C.
Cashman and Howard Cole each
had 12. Coleman was the team's
leading rebounder with 10, and
Cashman had eight.
Williams, who hit six of nine
three-point baskets, had .a
game-high 25 points. Robert
Martin added 18.
Sacramento made 11 of its 21
three-point attempts, while Otta
sank Cal Poly’s only three
pointer.
Cal Poly will host the Tip-Off
Holiday Classic this weekend.
Cal State Los Angeles will face
Cal Lutheran 7 p.m. Friday, and
Cal Poly will take on Peru State
of Nebraska at 9 p.m.

BACKCOURT

SUGARLESS SHACK and
HEALTHY HAVEN
RESTAURANT
New Yogurt Lite & Improved Skinny Lite

FR E E SM A L L C O N E
(W/ANY BAGEL SANDWICH PURCHASE)
486 Marsh St.

SPORTSBRIEFS
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From page 13
Mustangs, 49-47. However, Cal
Poly benefited from more trips to
the free-throw line. The Lady
Mustangs made 21 of 34 free
throws, while Cal Lutheran hit
only two of seven.
The Kingsmen were led by
Brenda Lee and Melisa O’Hara,
each with 12 points.
Cal Poly will compete in the
Cal State Hayward Tournament
this weekend.

,

Mustang Daily

H AITI
From page 12
foreign countries to intervene in
national affairs,” Alain Rocourt,
a Methodist minister and the
council’s treasurer, said in a
radio address to the nation.
In the speech broadcast by
Radio Metropole, he noted the
people had proven their trust for
the electoral council by register
ing to vote en masse,
Namphy promised to hold
elections and turn power over to
a new president and National
Assembly as scheduled on Feb.
7, the second anniversary of the
o verthrow
o f Jean -C lau d e
Duvalier’s dictatorial regime.
Foreign intervention was ad
vocated Monday by Sylvio
Claude of the Christian Demo
cratic Party, a leading presidential candidates, and foreign officials including Walter E. Fauntroy, D-D.C., who chairs the
Congressional Task Force on
Haiti.
C laude and an o th er top
presidential candidate, Marc
Bazin, said they would boycott

elections organized by the junta.
A third major candidate, Louis
Dejoie, said he probably also
would.
Bazin and Gerard Gourgue,
candidate of the Front for Con
certed Action, issued a statement
Tuesday in support of the Provi
sional Electoral Council.
It is widely believed that many
of the thugs who carried out
Sunday’s attacks are former
m em bers of the T ontons
Macoute, the dreaded private
militia used to suppress dissi
dents during the 29 years of dic
tatorial rule by Jean-Claude and
his father before him, Francois
“ Papa Doc” Duvalier.
A countrywide popular upris
ing sent Jean-Claude into exile in
France 22 months ago. He said in
a statement released in Paris
that he had nothing to do with
Sunday’s violence: “ All those
who know me know my profound
aversion to violence and no one
would ever connect my name
with what is happening in
Haiti.”
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Downhill, cross-country skiing for
class credit warms students ’ hearts
By Mary O ’Loughlin
Special to the Daily

Cal Poly students can spend a
weekend skiing in Bear Valley
and Mount Reeba this winter for
class credit.
T he p h y s ic a l e d u c a tio n
department has added PE 165, a
course divided into downhill and
cross-country sections.
The course consists of two,
two-hour, on-campus class ses
sions of basic instruction and
theory, and a weekend trip. Each
section can accommodate 40
people. The course is basically
designed for beginners, said
Maurice Phipps, one of the
course instructors, but “ I’d like
to have some beginners and some
intermediate skiers.”
Richard Head, physical educa
tion department head, said,
“ We’ve wanted to offer an in

structional course in skiing for a
couple of years now. We just
needed a faculty member that
had the time and knowledge to
teach it.”
The course costs $170 for
downhill and $145 for cross
co u n try . The fee includes
transportation and two days of
food, housing, lift tickets, in
struction and “ maybe even a bit
of entertainment,” according to
Phipps. “ Mike Swiderski, the
other course instructor, and I are
going to bring our guitars and do
some folk singing. It will give the
students a little cultural experi
ence too. We want this to be a
fun session as well as a learning
experience.”
This is Phipps’ first quarter at
Cal Poly as director of leisure
studies, a position just added to
the physical education depart
ment. “ Everyone will probably
wonder how the heck 1 know how

to ski when there’s no snow in
England,” Phipps said with his
well-defined English accent.
Phipps first skiied in Austria
when he was 14 years old, and
not again until he was 20. “ 1
went to Brande in Austria and
loved it,” he said. Since then, he
has skied in Spain, Italy,
Australia, Scotland and several
places in North America, but not
yet in California.
He ran an outdoor company in
England for five years, and took
groups to Scotland to teach them
to ski downhill. Last year, he
directed the recreation and
leisure studies program at Iowa
State University. He also taught
cross-country skiing at the Uni
versity of Minnesota, Mankato
College and Concordia College.
Phipps holds a master’s degree
in experiential education, “ so the
concept of ‘how to teach’ is of
real interest to me,” he said.

CI.ASSIFIKI)
** SAM ** Meets Thur 11:00 AG ENG123
Executive Board Runoffs Dec. 3

BREKENRIDGE

LONDON STUDY
SPRING ‘88

ALL SKI
CLUB MEMBERS GOING WE
HAVE A MANDATORY MEETBIG TONIGHT
AT 8PM AT THE SNACKBAR. BE THERE!!!

INFORMATION M EETING 11AM
THURS DEC 3RD-CAL POLY THEATRE

C.REPUBLICANS
PIZZA AT W OOOSTOCKS M EET AT

The Society of Women Engineers is
compiling a resume book to send
to severai interested companies.
This is a free service for alt
students in technical n u ^rs.
Resumes are due Dec. 1. Leave
I r resume either: Box 162 UU or
acement Center Rm 106

RESUME BOOK

6PM WEDNESDAY BE THERE
FOR N F O CALL DOUG 5438069
C YCUSTS-Doee your winter cycling
garb leave you out in the cold??
If 80, check out MSO's new winter
Hne at the WHEELMEN Mtg. 2nlte
at 7pm Dexter Rm227

GAYS/LESBIANS

There is a meeting-tonight-and
every W M at 7pm in M % 152 Come
and get info about Party on Dec 4.

GERMAN CLUB
CHRISTMAS
PARTY

DEC 4 7PM 1600 MADONNA RD
CHRISTMAS POTLUCK- BRING SAME
DISH AS LAST TIM E. ELECTIONS.
OVERSEAS W ORK-STUDY ANNOUNCE
MENT
DOES ANYONE HAVE A ST. NIKOLAUS
COSTUME?? ANNEMARIE 756-3860

SHPE

XMAS BASH
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
THURS DEC 3RD-6PM MEPtBLDG 40)
BRING YOUR OW N MISTLETOE
STUDY HARD FOR FINALS! RAISE
YOUR GPA TO 3.4 & YOU CAN JOIN

GOLDEN KEY

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
For more info see us in the UU
During ACTIVITY HOUR!!

WVTER SKI
TAHOE

DEC 14-18-$30(WATER & SNOW)
MTG TONIGHT 7:30 SCI NO 206PARTY FRI- D O N T MISS!! TSHIRTS

THE DEAOUNE FOR MUSTANG D A LY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TW O DAYS IN AD
VANCE.
THE SEA BARN SAYS BE SMART.BUY
SMART. CHRISTM AS IS W EEKS OFF
BUT THE TIM E TO BUY SMART IS
NOW. WHY? ANNUAL CLEARANCE AND
CHRISTMAS SALES ARE ON NOW!
PLUS LOTS OF THE HOTTEST AND
NEW EST 1988 ITEM S ARE NOW
SHOW ING. TAKE A 10 MINUTE TRIP
TO AVLA AND SEE WHAT REDUCED
PRICES LOOK LIKE.

TO HELP PREPARE FOR FINALS
try Liquid Herbal Extracts.
Easy to use, safe, and guaranteed
effective or your money back!
MENTAL A B LITY Extract improves
memory, concentration, reasoning.
Great for studying, homework,
midterms and finals. Several
Cal Poly students have gotten
better grades with its help.
ENERGY Extract increases
endurance and alertness. It can
pick you up quickly, and unlike
caffeine or ‘pep pills' its
effects are longlasting and even
cumulative. Not physically
stressfull if used in moderation.
90 day supply of Mental Ability
or 6 niK>nths‘ supply of Energy only
$9.95 each, or both for $ 17.% .
Share it with a friend!
For quick delivery call 543-0716
(ask for Bob). Or send check to:
HPP Co.. PC Box 4910, SLO 93403.
Mail delivery in 7-10 days.
Each order comes with
instructions. Inquiries
iiqi
Welcome.

A GREAT CHRISTMAS PRESENT!

TOASTMASTERS

MEETING W ED DEC 2
CALL MARK FOR INFO 544-2176

WANT TO PARTY???
ATTENTION AUTHORS
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE IS INTERESTED
IN DISPLAYING YOUR BOOK IN OUR
NEW ‘LOCAL AUTHORS' SECTION.
CALL KERRY ROBERTS AT 756-5316
Early Christmas shoppers! The Sea
Bam wlH be open every Wads night
until 9 pm for the month of Decem
ber. Check out our Wads night
specials startirig Dec 2. AH tees
& tanks 10% on - at the Sea Barn,

Ai/ilfl Booch

LOTS MORE GREAT DEALS TOO!
EARN 30 CENTS A BOOK
SELL US YOUR USED PAPERBACKS
CHECK AT CUSTOM ER SERVICE FOR
MORE D E T A tS - EL CORRAL
FREE PAK OF R O U W G PAPERS.
JUST M ENTION THIS AD W H LE
SUPPLYS LAST.THE SUB 879
HIGUERA. 541-3735

FREE PIZZA
LG.,2 TOPPING 10.55
DOUBLE DEAL PIZZA
549-9384
GIFT BOOKS & CALENDARS - NOW
ON SALE AT EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
CHRISTMAS IS COMING - SO HURRY

THEN COME HELP DECORATE
THE 1988 ROSE PARADE FLOAT!!

FIND OUT MORE THURS 8PM UU220
OR CALL THE O FFICE 756-1268 UU214

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
FREE
For the Browsing. UU Craft Center's
18th annual X-mas Craft sale
Thurs. Dec. 3 10-6pm in the UU
Plaza. Everyone welcome. Stop Byll

PAPER CHASE W ORD PROCESSING
CALL: KAREN at 544-2692
QUALITY W ORD PROCESSING
Spell Check Sr Projects! Papers!
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049

2 FEM ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SHARE ROOM IN CONDO CLOSE TO
POLY. W kSH/DRY $225/EA 549-8198

BAH-HUMBUG
SIGMA NU'S EPSLO N S MISTLETOE

R&R W ORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Ronallaser printer w /100-f typeI fonts
f
student
rates,9am -6^,M -S at,544-2591

COME TO THE STUDENT BODY

RESUM E. PAPERS. PROJECTS, W ORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S O FFIC E SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 O R 489-0724 EVE

2 M ale roommates WANTED close to
school & fully FURN! Call Tom or
Chet at 544-0561 James at 528-7948
$214/month, cable paid

Isla Vista's largest Greek store
wiH give all Cal Poly students
a 1 ( ^ discount when purchasing
Greek items. Stop by on your
way home for the h o lid ay.
Student Body 6554 PardaH
6 8 5 -2 2 0 T

HORNET

HOW YA DOING?!
These last few weeks have been the
FUNNIESTI PLEASE let’s go
SHOPPING again! Your’re s p ^ a le r
than a PLATYPUS!
XXOOXX -GAZ

W E LOVE YOU KRISTIN!
THE THREE T'S
non
A Stress Reduction Center
Offers $5.00 Student Discount
For Massage Therapy
Ih ro r 1/2hr Sessions
Call now for Appt 544-1144
Party AnimalsIFor erotic entertainment.Kattalena strips772-5809

1Vp Service specializes in Sr. Prj
will also format & lazer print an
IBM comp or MAC disk 544-7676

Counter and sales parson naadad
part-time evenings. Christmas vaca
tion availability a MUST. Apply in
person at The Sports Shoe.
898 Higuera
HOMEW ORKERS W kNTED!
TO P PAY! C .l.
121 24th ave., N.W. Suite 222
Norman, Oaklahoma 73069

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
ROGER W ILDERMUTH
AND
KRISTEN TERRILL
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

FOUND: Pair of glasses in brown
case outside Engineering East
11/20 CAII 546-8981 to claim

SHELP A GRAD$

NEED 2 GRAD TKTS 4 GRANDPARENTS
JULIE 543-4634 P.J. 543-7137

HELP

I need Grad Tickets. If you
can Help Please Give me a call
Tom 546-8352
HELP I NEED GRAD TICKETS WILL
PAY $ CHRISTINA 546-9005
HELP!!! I NEED GRADUATION
TICKETS! W L L PAY TO P $!
CALL DEBBIE AT 541-4297
I need GRAD TICKETS-will pay
top dollars-$ Call Tom 543-2439
NEED GRAD TICKETS LEAVE
MESSAGE AT 4814070 EVES

Wi^NTED

People who want to have FUN!
Learn how to SQUARE DANCE with
the Poly Twirlers! Ken 549-9770
W i\NTED:14 O VERW EIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128

L.A. TALENT is looking for scouts
to select photogenic faces
(213) 475-8044_________________
Looking for a job that is fun &
exciting? Come join SLO Rec Dept
in coaching youth Basketball for
kids k-6th grade. For more info:
Call Mike Ramsey at 549-7302

MARKETING REPS
Part/full time.schooltime/vacations.
sell most important new health
and safety product in years to
businesses.consumers. Earn big
commissions, even part-tim e.$400$1000 per month possible. Market
Research shows 26% buy on the
spot. Full sates tools:proffesional
sales attache cases, premiums
contest awards, etc. opportunity
to advance to sales supervisor
while in college. Career openings
upon graduation. Interviewing on
carnpus December 4th. Call 549-7770
for information and appointment

.RADIATION PROTECTION, CO.
NEED MONEY?
Ws have openings for 50 people
to work approximately 10 days
delivering telephone directories
in San Luis Obispo County. Work
your available daylight hours.
Men or women 18 & over, w/cars
station wagons or light trucks
are needed-pleasant outdoor
work, valid drivers licence
required. For immediate assign
ments following a short training
session. Apply 8:30am 10:30am
or 1:30pm daily beginning
immediatly. Call 922-2321 for
more information

$ 1 16/Mo. RENT! 16- Trailer in park
5mi from Poly. $3950. 544-4744
Zippers replaced $16,Hem s$5&up,repairs.Helen’s ALTERATIONS
1591 Mill St. *544-0858*

AQUARIUM, 26 gM show, stand and
all acoassoiias. » c e lle n t condition. $100/
obo Mika, 544-5034

Zippers replaced $16,Hem s$5&up, re
pairs. Helen’s ALTERATIONS
1591 MILL St. *544-0858*

W ETSU IT 4 SALE SIZE:M
5/3ml-$85obo-Jim 543-7719/543-7518

HAPPY 21st.BIRTHDAY

FARLEY

$165 M Ib ik to Poly fum own park
sp 544-2389/m sg at UU APC;273/;114

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS! The canned
food drive takes place Saturday,
Dec. 5 Help the homeless share in
the X-Mas spirit by participating.
Wsar letters and show SLO we care!!

EXPERIENCED TYP IST $1.75 PAGE 541
-0488 DAY 541-4761 EVE. PEGGY
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYP IST IBM
PC, NEAR CAMPUS 543-0550____________

'87 YAMAHA RAZZ SCOOTER
xtra basket, mirror, and helmet!
1 owner $595/obo caU:544-8685
1985 HONDA SPREE GRT COND 1400
MILES $300/BO M UST SELL 543-1527

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,
CALL BONNIE, 543-0520, EVES.
I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

C H R IS T IA N M A LE, w tr/sp r Q tr.sh r furn
apt.$152.50/m o.Near Poly.544-79S1_______
Fern Roommate Is needed - AMML
12/15. Fully furnished No deposit
Bkyd/wash/dry/, Laguna Lake area.
$195/M O , 1/4 utilities
CALL 541-1764 NOW.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: OW N
ROOM IN APT. WALK TO DOW NTOW N
5 MW TO POLY 267.50/M O CALL
RITA AT 541-2084
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
share room in great house. Two
min walk to Poly. $225 543-1094
FEMALES PREFERRED- large room for
rent in nice house w / many extras
Must see Call now 5 46-8% 3
M ale Roomate Needed W TR/SPR
Furnished Apt Call 544-8939
Male Roommates needed-new condo
4 min walk to Poly call 543-2439
Male Roommate Needed W INT/SPRG
$185/m onth C tll 541-6829
MorF NEEDED $200/M O 541-2938
Own Rm in sweet house; $250/m o
all utilities pd; Begins Jan;
Fern only- Karen or Jule 543-4264
OW N RM IN HOUSE MANY XTRS
call Kara at 549-8200/544-0870
RM 4 RENT: shr in 2bd 2 bth apt-2
min walk to Poly-D ecl or Jan-$195/
m o-ind utils-Jim or Lisa 543-7518
Share room 2bed 2baths clean
quiet easygoing roommates 2 guys
Apt w/garage 180/mo 200 deposit
contact Greg 543-4022 677 Morro
Unfurn rm in house $210/m o -f- util
/Wail 1/1/88 546-9005 eves

1 bdrm/2 per apt,fum. avaü. Dec.
close to cam pus.pool,BBQ,H20 paid
deposit negotiable 549-0152
Fem ale roomie to share room; 15 m ir
to Poly, POOL, laundry. Furnished,
$187.50, Call Rebecca 544-3724 eve
LARGE 1 BDROOM APT CLOSE TO
POLY $435/M O 6 MO LEASE
544-3972 LEAVE MESSAGE!
LARGE 2 bedroom furnished apt
1 block to campus reserved parking
$600 544-4270
WbukJ you like to reduce your
housing costs by thcusands? Let
me show you how this can be done
by owning this renovated mobil
home. Downtown, private garden,
laundry,miniutes to school, student
neighbors. Michael 543-6021

BUYING A HOUSE?For a free list
q| all the affordable houses/
w ndos for sale in SLO,indudino condos near Poly, call
Steve Nelson 543- 8370, Farrell
Smyth,inc.leave message.
FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite C21 541-3432

Fast service-exp.typist-1.50/pg Sr. Projects.
541 -7773day 54^1 -0168eves Chris_________
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
SANDY 544-3376 EVES TILL 10:00.

2 Roommates needed to share Large
room in fully furnished £^)artment
$200/m o each Util Pd Ted 549-9761

BMW 2002 69 Runs strong, new tires,
brakes $2500 541-6969 or 773-5576

GO DRIVE HOME!

In this great running little car.
79 Datsun 210, auto, newtires,
ca8satta^$120Q/obo, 528-5770

SAVE THOUSANDS IN YOUR SCHOOL
C O STS BY OW NING THIS HIGH TECH
M O B L HOME M ICHAEL 543-6021
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3ENETICS
From page 1

great deal of attention in the
Tiedical field is the ability to
manipulate the genetic makeup
of carriers of certain widespread
diseases such as Huntington’s
Korea and sickle cell anemia,
referred to as “ gene mapping.”
The process of genetic mapping
identifies the genetic components
of many of the common diseases,
with the hope of alleviating those
defective genes causing the
disease. The data collected is
placed into “ data banks” and
sparks the debate as to whether
the information should be able to
remain classified. Houlgate feels
the data collected from probing
the affected genes is really no
different than investigations into
other “ data banks” and thus

CALENDAR
|i I

Wednesday
•Minnesota poet, translator
and editor Robert Bly will give a
poetry reading Wednesday at 7
p.m. in San Luis Lounge. He is
sponsored by the A rts &
Humanities Lecture Series.
•Wednesday is the final day of
the Plant Sale featuring tropical
house plants and poinsettias. The
sale will be from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
outside of El Corral Bookstore.
It is sponsored by the Ornamen
tal Horticulture Club.

Mustang Daily

should be open for investigation.
Houlgate said if genetic probing
of certain diseases will change
the course of the human race, a
number of agencies would be en
titled to the results of such pro
bes, such as the particular pa
tients’ health and life insurance
company as well as his or her
employer.
He said such agencies would
have a strong desire to get a hold
of such information.
Houlgate said approximately
24 percent of genetic researchers
feel “ full-fledged” educational
p r o g r a m s s h o u l d be i m 
plemented, alerting the involved
parties of the patient (employer,
health and life agency) of the
research being done and the con
sequences o f the results.
Houlgate said the majority of the
scientific community do not want
any restrictions placed on their
research and would prefer the
results be kept classified.

thursday
•An egg drop contest off the
U.U. Balcony will take place at
II a.m. Thursday. The event is
sponsored by the Society of
Packaging Professionals.
•The first Poly Royal Board
meeting will be Thursday at 11
a.m. in Fisher Science 286. All

“ Eugenics,” another highly
debated topic of genetic research,
involves the genetic manipula
tion of a fetus so as to “ pro
gram” the resulting child with
certain physcial characteristics
such as its sex, hair color, eye
color, height and mental capaci
ty. If parents are allowed to pro
gram their children, the future of
mankind will thus be affected.
Houlgate will begin teaching a
course this spring covering
issues in biomedical ethics. In
addition to being a member of
the faculty at Cal Poly, Houlgate
works as a consultant to the
Bi o e t h i c s
committee
at
Atascadero State Hospital and is
actively involved with Amnesty
International.
Houlgate, who Joined the Cal
Poly faculty in 1979, earned his
undergraduate
de gr e e
in
philosophy from Cal State Los
Angeles and two advanced
degrees from UCLA.
appointed Poly Royal repre
sentatives should attend this
meeting. Regular meetings begin
weekly in January, same time
and place.
•Minnesota poet, translator
and editor Robert Bly will speak
Thursday at 11 a.m. in U.U. 220.
He is sponsored by the Arts &
Humanities Lecture Series.

One student killed,
two injured in crash
By S t e w a r t McKenzie
Special to the Daily

Three Cal Poly students were
hurt, one fatally, and two others
were killed in a head-on car crash
Nov. 24 on the way home to their
Thanksgiving holiday.
The accident near Los Banos
took the life of Gabriel Vargas,
18, a freshman electronic
engineering student. Vargas was
a native of Hughson and a Sierra
Madre dorm resident.
“ It pretty well affected the
whole tower,” said resident ad
visor Dave Havemann, Vargas’
next-door neighbor.
His two passengers, students
Guiroberto Castro and Isidro
Farias were listed in stable con
dition last night, according to a
Doctors
Me di c a l
Ce n t e r
spokeswoman in Modesto. Both
received neck injuries.
Also killed were Joaquin and
Carmen Gamino of Firebaugh, 46

and 43 years old
respectively,
according to the Merced County
Coroner’s Office.
The accident occured around 7
p.m. when Vargas and his two
passengers were moving north at
a high rate of speed on Highway
165 south of Los Banos, accor
ding to the CHP. Vargas was
passing a slow-moving vehicle on
the two-lane road when his
Camino hit Gamino’s south
bound car.
Castro, 22, and Farias, 18, were
both taken to Modesto in serious
but stable condition but were
moved down to fair and stable
condition Tuesday morning.
They are expected to be released
Saturday.
Castro, of Riverbank, is a
freshman chemistry student liv
ing in Santa Luica dormitory.
Farias is a freshman architecture
student from Hughson, also liv
ing in Sierra Madre.

Open MUSTANG DAILY
S P E C I A L W I N T E R Q U A R T E R OFFER
SO O N AVAILABLE...AC T N O W !

[send a L ittle o f Yourself
This C h ristm as...

Special 6-m onth lease
' Limited 3 and 4 Bedroom apartm ents
'Private Bedroom at close to "shared-room" prices
' Spacious, clean w ith contem porary furnishings
' Beautifully landscaped, creekside pool

Season’s Greetings

WE OFFER THE BEST...... FOR LESS!
SEE O U R M O D EL T O D A Y

Europe's Best at
Affordable Prices

Mr. C’s

an exclusive Student Residence
200 N. Santa Rosa. SLO
]O t
ID

imt

kjestamkaht

544-7007
301

PE U C A inE S S E N
UndtT New Ownership
Chicken, Shishkabobs, Gyros
SInbad Burgers
11 to 11 dally, Frl & Sat til midnight
1 i l 5 Broad St. SLO 544-4447

500 off with Poly I.D
exp. 12-7-87

PEACE

...w ith Personalized

Photo Greeting Cards

Turn y o u r fa v o rite m em ories in to persorralized C hristm as
G re eting Cards. O rd e r N o w ... as fe w o r as m a ny as you
w a n t! Just b rin g y o u r 35 m m c o lo r negatives to us at:

kinko*!
HOUR PHOTO

5 49 -8 9 79
corner o f Foothill
& Santa Rosa

HOURS
Mon-Fri; 9am-6pm
Sat-Sun: 10am-5pm

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won’t
make coU^;e easier.

AS Y O U MAKE THE M O V E TO CO LLEG E, M A N Y THING S ARE G O IN G THROUGH
YO UR M IN D ; O N E O F THE M O ST IM PO RTANT O F W H IC H IS SOMEWHERE TO
C A U H O M E. THATS WHERE STENNER GLEN C O M E S IN . WE RUN STENNER
GLEN FOR Y O U , THE COLLEG E STUDENT. TO US THE PEOPLE ARE
IM PO RTANT.

FACILITIES:
STENNER GLEN OFFERS YO U A WELL ROUNDED H O M E LIFE. START WITH
FACILITIES IN C L U D IN G A S W IM M IN G PO O L. BASKETBALL C O U RT, DRY HEAT
SAUNAS. W EIGHT R O O M , C O L O R TV LO U NG E. STUDY LOUNQES, DRAFTING
R O O M . PHO TOGRAPHY R O O M . C O M M U N IT Y KITCHEN. A N D M U C H M O RE.

FOOD SERVICE:
WE BELIEVE WE HAVE THE BEST F O O D SERVICE P R O G R A M AVAILABLE
FEATURING 1 9 ,1 4 , O R 7 MEALS PER WEEK WITH 3 ENTREES AT EACH MEAL

Just easier to pay for.

A N D UNLIMITED SECO NDS. WE HAVE M O NTHLY SPECIAL DINNERS A N D YOUR
C H O IC E O F STEAK. C H IC K E N . O R SHRIMP EVERY SATURDAY N IG H T. THERE
ARE ALSO M INI-SPECIALS A L O N G THE W AY TO CUT D O W N THE B O R ED O M O F
EATING IN A CAFETERIA DAY IN A N D DAY OUT

ACTIVITIES;

Even if you didn’t start college on a scholarship, you could
finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full
tuition and allowances for educational fees and textbooks.
Along with up to $ 1,000 a year. Get all the facts.
For further information call Major Larry Stayton at
756-2769 or visit at Dexter Hall, Room 115.

A R M Y RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

WE HAVE ACTIVITIES PR O G R A M S THAT INCLUDE DANCES. BBQ'S, GUEST
SPEAKERS. HAPPY HOURS, M O NTE C A R LO . M O V IE S BY THE P O O L. TALENT
SHO W , TOURNAMENTS, A N D M U C H M O RE.

ACCOMODATIONS;
THE SUITE ARRANGEMENT AT STENNER GLEN IS DESIGNED TO G IV E YO U
PR IVA C Y WHILE P R O V ID IN G A WELL FURNISHED L IV IN G R O O M FOR
COMFORTABLE GET-TOGETHERS. ALL A C C O M O D A T IO N S ARE FULLY
FURNISHED, DRAPED. A N D CARPETED. YOU C A N DECORATE THE R O O M TO

MANAOfMfNT

TASTE...EVEN 1M O V E IN A WATERBED IF Y O U LIKE.

M O ST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE C O N C E R N E D M A N A G EM EN T W H O THINK YO U ARE
IM PORTANT A N D TREAT YOU AS A N ADULT. WE RUN STENNER GLEN FOR YO U
A N D SOLICIT YOUR INPUTS IN TO THE R U N N IN G O F THE C O M P LE X . WE HAVE
FAITH IN O UR RESIDENTS A N D THEY HAVE FAITH IN US. STENNER GLEN
IS THE KIND O F PLACE THAT WILL MAKE Y O U FEEL RIGHT AT H O M E.

1050 F O O T H IL L B LV D ., SLO
544-4540

